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About the author

Introduction

Jane has been writing since childhood and has won prizes for
her poetry. Her writing links a love of this planet, its rocks and
oceans and trees and bees, with an exploration of the paths and
patterns we and God weave.

I set out to write this book in response to losing faith in the
religious systems that had previously nurtured me. Finding
myself on the outside trimmed the fat on my theology. It also gave
me a much bigger community, a community where many people
had an interest or belief in God or spirituality in some way but
often did not want to commit to a tight religious structure. I wrote
this for those who feel on the outside of religion to share ways of
being on the inside of God, and for those whose faith lies within the
form of religion to find expressions of God beyond the boundaries.

She has qualifications in biology, geology and theology and also
in counselling, education and pastoral studies. She has studied
energy work and endorphins with William Bloom and learnt
much from John O’Donohue, Julia Cameron and Mary Oliver.
Her journey with God has included living in community as
a member of the Findhorn Foundation, celebrating Jewish
festivals with her family and pursuing authentic Christianity.
Her writing has roots in the traditions of both Christianity
and Holistic spirituality. She is particularly interested in Celtic
spirituality and its view of creation as a self-giving of God.
Jane is a commissioned writer for Word Live, a daily on-line
bible engagement experience. She is a commissioned minister
leading services within a local church and running groups in
the community, and she accompanies people on their spiritual
journey.
Her life experiences include working with young people, the
unemployed, and people with a mental health or substance-abuse
problem. She and her husband Bill have two daughters, Joy and
Grace. They live on the western edge of London.

www.janeupchurch.co.uk

This book is about life and God and an everyday spirituality. I have
wanted to explore God in a way that anyone can access, in a way
that gives room for your thoughts and responses, not just my own.
We all live in this world, not in heaven; we all live in our bodies,
not as spirits. This is the place, if anywhere, to find wonder and
fulfilment, to learn the lessons of love, to appreciate taste
and texture and colour, to make our peace with who we are and
the places we touch. This is the arena of God.
It is a wonderful freedom to engage with God in the everyday,
to live a life where the physical and the spiritual nurture each
other and know the patience within both for our fumblings
and forgettings. We are not small beings; we hold an ocean of
possibilities inside us; we have an interface with God around us.
Sometimes the immensity and simplicity of this make it hard to
focus. I find help in reading the thoughts of others who walk
within both these worlds, and in writing about it myself. So I offer
this book with pieces, quotes, questions and thoughts for your
reading, and space for your writing or drawing if that’s how you
like to respond.
Jane Upchurch
‘No one has the right to deny you the beautiful adventure of God.’
John O’Donohue

beginnings & endings

endings

Heaven
is the suntouch
of God’s presence
weighing like motes of gold
the cups of my heart,
a shelter now
that will last the blast
of death.

If I were an autumn leaf
would I set red in my hair
to blaze against the dying day
or dust my dress with gold
to light the night
with soft shining?
Would the earth creep into my veins
until I curled and crisped,
an offering for hungry feet,
not to fear the decay of death
but shoot bright a light
to warm hearts on winter’s journey?

Some say that fear of death is the
root of all fear. Knowing God makes it
much easier – God is there already and
can help us through.
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Autumn leaf

endings

Heaven

Endings can be glorious.
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endings

When I am about to die

Not a sparrow falls
but God knows it,
not a man dies
but God grieves
if in dying they leave
life unfinished,
sour notes not reprieved
and love’s thick cords
cut and the wound not healed.

When I am about to die
don’t cover me in tears or fears
but press close with your love and listen hard
for you will be sure to hear
the steady breath of the One I love
coming to carry me home.

Yet death is not an ending
of hope but an opening door
to where God calls us all.
He alone knows
our heart’s deep core
and searches for footprints
of Jesus
to pour love undeserved
in welcome.

It is a new journey
and I will miss you all, my friends
and sweet parts of my heart,
so bear me up with your blessings.
Don’t hold back,
even if I seem asleep my spirit can still hear,
and if this is the last time
I will know your voice this side of heaven
I want to hold it dear
and journey on its waters.

endings

For Sammy

Wash me with your memories of sun
and with your hope,
fill me to the brim
with your tales of our harmonies
and my place in your universe
that I might burst forth from this pod
with the power of your love.

‘When your time comes, may you be
given every blessing and shelter that
you need.’
Jesus can take away the sting of death.
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John O’Donohue, Anam Cara
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endings

At the end of the day
when all has gone save the curtained
tomorrow
and I am asked who I am,
what shall I say?
Yesterday there were many words I
might have used
to describe who I am or what I have done
(though what I would most want to be
is someone who has learnt to love,
and to live my life fully).
Today they are gone
and as I look into the arms of eternity
I have one label on my suitcase –
‘God’s’.

What is your label?
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At the end of the day

